PROMOTING INCLUSION OF ISLAMIC FAITH TRADITIONS

• *Replacing Fear with Facts: Teaching Islam in the Classroom*, by ATF Human Rights Resources

• *Dismantling Islamaphobia* by Leah Shafer

• *Know Your Rights: Anti-Muslim Discrimination*, the ACLU

PROMOTING INCLUSION OF JEWISH FAITH TRADITIONS

• *White House Strategy to Counter Antisemitism*, White House Statements and Releases

• *Antisemitism Defined* by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance

• *Antisemitism on Campus: 2021 Survey* by Louis D. Brandeis Center for Human Rights Under the Law and Cohen research Group Survey

• *Jewish Students Needs Allies on Campus*, Diverse: Issues in Higher Education

• *Educational Resources on Diversity and Inclusion in the Jewish Community*, Jewish Community Relations Council of the Jewish Federation of Greater Seattle

PROMOTING INCLUSION OF PLURALISTIC COMMUNITY

• *The Pluralism Project*, Harvard University

• *The Religious Studies Project*, Various

• *Religion*, the Pew Research Center
PROMOTING INCLUSION OF WORLD RELIGIONS

The Lemieux Library Guides have a collection of texts and websites, for further reading on World Religions.

- Buddhist Studies
- Hindu Studies
- Indigenous Studies
- World Religions

GENERAL RESOURCES FOR RELIGIOUS INCLUSION

- Understanding Religious Discrimination, Office for Civil Rights
- Combatting Religious Discrimination and Protecting Religious Freedom, U.S. Department of Justice
- Race, Ethnicity, National Origin, and Religion
- Combatting Hate Speech Through Understanding, PBS

CAMPUS RESOURCES

- Center for Jesuit Education
- Institute for Catholic Thought and Culture
- Indigenous Peoples Institute
- Center for Ecumenical and Interreligious Engagement
- Campus Ministry